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TAMENESS OF PAIRS OF NUCLEAR POWER SERIES SPACES
AND RELATED TOPICS

BY

KAISA NYBERG

Abstract. The equivalence of the following six assertions is proved: (i) The set of

the finite limit points of the ratios am/B„, n, m e N, is bounded, (ii) Every operator

from A3C(/S) to A,(a) is compact, (iii) The pair (Aoc(/S), A,(a)) is tame, i.e., for

every operator T from AX(B) to A,(a) there is a positive integer a such that for

every k e N there is a constant Ck such that \\Tx\\k < Ck\x\ak for every x e AX(B).

(iv) Every short exact sequence 0 -» NT(B) -» X -» A,(a) -* 0, where t = 1 or oo,

splits, (v) A[(a) X AX(B) has a regular basis, (vi) A,(a) ® A0O(j8) has a regular

basis. Also the finite type power series spaces that contain subspaces isomorphic to

an infinite type power series space are characterized as well as the infinite type

power series spaces that have finite type quotient spaces.

Introduction. In the theory of nuclear Frechet spaces, the power series spaces

provide natural examples and their study has greatly contributed to the development

of the general theory. During the past fifteen years several authors have considered

various relations between two power series spaces. The purpose of this paper is to

give a unifying treatment of some of the relations between two power series spaces of

different type and at the same time fill in the gaps in the earlier studies.

Given a power series spaces of finite type A,(a) and a second one of infinite type

A00(/3), it may happen that all the operators from A00(/3) to A,(a) are compact, but

usually this is not the case (see [2, 3, 6, 7, 9, 13, 14, 17 and 18]). In the literature [10,

12, and 16] a few examples have been given of short exact sequences 0 -» A00(jS) -»

X -> Ay(a) -» 0 and 0 -> A,(y8) -> X -» A,(a) -* 0 that do not split. In [10] it was

shown that usually this type of nonsplitting short exact sequences exist and can also

be constructed. Now we shall see that this is the case exactly when the set of the

finite limit points of the ratios am/Bn is unbounded. This condition also determines

whether there exist noncompact operators from AX(B) to A,(a). Moreover, the

condition given in [1], under which there exist regular bases in the product spaces

A,(a) X AX(B) and Ax(a) ® A00(/7), turns out to be just another way of saying

that the set of the finite limit points of the set (am/Bn\m, n e N} is bounded.

In the first section we study the tameness of pairs of Frechet spaces. The concept

of tameness is due to E. Dubinsky and its introduction was motivated by the

following fact: In a tame infinite type power series space every complemented

subspaces has a basis. (This unpublished result of Dubinsky and D. Vogt has been

privately communicated to the author by Dubinsky.) The characterization of the
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tameness of the pair (AX(B), Ax(a)) is where we come out with the crucial

condition. The splitting of short exact sequences and the existence of regular bases in

product spaces are discussed in §§4 and 5. The existence of embeddings from a

coordinate subspace of AX(B) to A,(a) is closely related to the existence of

noncompact operators. These are not, however, equivalent questions, as we show in

§2, where we also correct a mistake in [6] and settle the problems presented in [2]. In

§3 the corresponding questions are considered about quotient mappings and a

necessary and sufficient condition is given for an infinite type power series space to

have a finite type quotient. An extensive study of isomorphic embeddings and

compact operators in different types of generalized power series spaces was given by

V. V. Kashirin in [7 and 9]; some of these results can be found in [8]. Our results in

§2 are special cases of Kashirin's general theorems although our conditions look

different.

At this point I would like to express my gratitude to Professor Ed Dubinsky for

drawing my attention to the tameness of the cartesian product A,(a) X AX(B), as

well as his valuable comments. I would also like to thank Professor James E. West

for his hospitality and interest in my work during my stay at Cornell University.

1. Tameness. Throughout this section we shall consider Frechet spaces E and F

with fixed sequences of continuous seminorms (| • 1^) and (|| • \\k).

1.1. Definition. The pair (E, F) is tame if for every operator T: E -> F there is

an integer a > 0 such that

/1\ \\Tx\\k     .
(1) sup --— < 00

xsE    \x\ak

for every k e N. The pair (E, F) is said to be tameable if there exist systems of

continuous seminorms in E and F with respect to which the pair (E, F) is tame. If

the pair (E, E)is tame (tameable) we say that the space E is tame (tameable).

Notice that the pair (E, F) is tameable if and only if there exists an increasing

function a: N -» N such that

(2) sup y——— < oo

for every operator T: E -* F and for every k sufficiently large.

The nuclear Kothe spaces K(a), a = (akn) can be equipped with two equivalent

systems of continuous seminorms:

n=\

or

x = (xn) -* sup \x„\ak„,       k <= N,
«eN

which we will refer to as sum-seminorms and sup-seminorms respectively.

If we have the sum-seminorms in E = K(a) then the supremums in (1) and (2)

will be finite if they are finite taken over the coordinate basis vectors x = e„, n e N,

only.
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Power series spaces Ax(a) of finite type and A00(a) of infinite type are the Kothe

spaces defined by the matrices a = (ak).

ak  _  e-a„/k      an(J      Qk _  eka„^

respectively, where the exponent sequence a = (an) is an increasing sequence of

positive numbers with lim^^a, = oo. For the nuclearity of power series spaces

and other concepts that remain undefined, we refer to [5]. Throughout this paper all

power series spaces will be assumed to be nuclear.

For any nuclear power series space there exists an integer / such that every ktb

sum-norm is dominated by the (k + /)th sup-norm. Since for every a > 1 there is

b > a such that ak + I < a(k + I) < bk, the tameness of a pair of power series

spaces does not depend on which of the natural systems of seminorms, sums or

supremums, is used. For this reason the statements of the propositions below will be

valid for both norm-systems. In the proofs we shall use the most convenient ones.

The following fact discovered by Dubinsky is implicitly present already in [11].

1.2. Proposition. Pairs of nuclear finite type power series spaces are tame.

Proof. Let | • 1^., k e N, be the sum-norms in AX(B) and || • \\k, k e N, the

sup-norms in Ax(a) and consider an operator T: AX(B) -* Ax(a). Let a be a

function N -> N such that

sup -—— = Ck < oo,       k e N,
"     lenlo(*)

where (en) is the coordinate basis. We may assume the sequence of constants (Ck) is

increasing. Write

00

Ten = I X'jej.
7=1

Then there are indices qk such that

II ?«J* = sup|^"|exp(--^«y) =lx^lexp(-^«?„*).       MeN,

Then

e^()-i)^4<J^j;<exp{(7-i)^}'   "^GN-

Consequently, for any a > 0:

\\Tp II IITp II    IITp II     \p IM\ r    ̂     \\len\\k  _    llJenlljc   llJe>ill/     lenlg/

II IIT     II       I      I II
\en\a(k) \\Ten\\l     \en\al    lenlo(A:)

>-K(i-iKH(^-iWW
v x      v     ' '        }     v*n\al
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So it is enough to show that there is a > 1 such that for every / there is k such that

(W)"«i+(^-i)A>°
or, equivalently,

l[a<'.-\Pn)>\[«q<--^fin\

We choose a = 2a(\) and consider two cases. First,

aq,^(2/a)Bn.

Then

IK " aA) > !K " fA) > a"» " ~aK = ̂  " ~a\\)K-
So for these « choose k = 1. Secondly,

a,, > (2/a)A.

Then

W 1 0 \       1 1 1 0

>2la^2l\a^--ol2i)^y

So k = 21 works for these n. Now it follows from (3) that

\\Ten\\, < C2l\\e\\2aW.h       «eN.    D

An operator T: E -* F is compact if there is a zero-neighborhood (/ in £ such that

T(U) is relatively compact in F. In a nuclear Frechet space bounded sets are

relatively compact, so assuming the nuclearity of E and F, an operator T: E -» F is

compact if and only if there is an / such that for every k,

\Tx\k  „
sup -—— < 00.
ie£     |*|/

According to Zaharjuta [18] all operators T: AX(B) -» A00(a) are compact. So we

have the following.

1.3. Proposition. Any pair (AX(B), A00(a)) is tame.

More interesting is the situation for pairs (A00(/3), A,(a)) and (AX(B), Ax(a)).

The tameness of an infinite type power series space has been studied by Dubinsky

and Vogt. Their results can be extended to the case of different exponent sequences

and we state the following proposition without proof. We use the notation LlM{a/B)

for the set of the finite limit points of the set {am/Bn\m, n e N).

1.4. Proposition. The following three conditions are equivalent.

(i) The pair (A00(/3), Ax(a)) is tame.

(ii) Thepair(Ax(B), Ax(a)) is tameable.

(iii) The set LlM{a/B) is bounded.
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Next we shall study in detail the tameness of the pair (AX(B), A,(a)). The

following proposition was first proved by V. V. Kashirin [6] as an application of a

lemma of M. M. Dragilev [3].

1.5. Proposition. If LIM{a//3} is bounded then every operator from AX(B) to

A|(a) is compact.

Proof. Let T: AX(B) -» A,(a), Ten = EyL,/"^, be a continuous operator; so

there is an increasing map o: N -* N and positive constants Ck, k e N, such that

(4) ||r.x||A < Ck\x\0(k),       x^Ax(B),keN.

Let qk be the index on which the kth seminorm of Ten attains its value; then for

every k and / we have Dubinsky's inequality:

<5) ^(i-7W«^<-{(i-7W-

From this and (4) it then follows that for every k, I, p and n we have

if,\ r ^ Hre"H/      HreX    Hrgi*     \e»\p
(6) ci > 7H— = im—\~r' n—

lenlo(/) lrenlU \en\p \en\o(t)

>(^{(I-m-(.(,)-,)A}.l2jk.
I   n\p

Let /3 > 0 be a strict upper bound of LIM(a/j6}, and let k and n be fixed. Then

there are three possibilities,

(i) aqkJBn < B. Choose / = l,p = B + a (I); then

(i" tH* ~(a(/) -p)fi"> ̂{-°p\ +B)>°-

So, by (6) we have, in this case,

\\Ten\\k <  ClKlfi + a(l)-

(ii) aqt/Bn > k(k + \)a(k + 1). Now

(i_ fttK* ~(a(*+1} _ 1)/3«> p"> 0;

so we get from (6) that

\\Tp II    < C       \p \
\\lKn\\k °* ^/t+llenll-

(iii) It follows from our assumptions that for a fixed k the remaining case can

happen only for finite number of indices n. Combining (i)-(iii) we obtain

IIT    II
sup    "  e"llk   < oo,       teN;

"eN  K„|b + o(1)

therefore T is compact.   □

1.6. Proposition. If LIM( a/B) is unbounded then the pair (AX(B), Ax(a)) is not

tameable.
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Proof. For a given a: N -> N we shall construct a continuous operator T:

AX(B) -* Ax(a) such that

II T      II
sup "    ""* = 00,    for all k e N.
"GN  F„|o(A)

Let r, g LIM{a/jS} be positive and A, c N such that

/_n .. am(l,«)
(7) lim —»— = /■,.

ne/V,       P„
n—»oo

Split A^, into two disjoint infinite subsets A,1 and A,2. Then for one of the sets,

N\tV,, Nx or N2, call it L, the set of the finite limit points of {am/Bn\m e N,

n <= L} is unbounded. If L = N\A,, choose Mx = Nx; if L = A,1 (or L = A,2)

choose M, = Af,2 (or M, = A,1 respectively). In all cases (7) remains true if A, is

replaced by M,. Let r2 > r, + 1 be a limit point of {am//3„|m g N, n g N \ M,) and

repeat the above step for N\M, and r2 instead of N and r,. In this manner,

inductively, we obtain a sequence of limit points (rk), lim rk = oo, and disjoint Mk,

such that there are indices m(k, n) with

lim —~— = r-t.
»eM,       P„
n—»oo

Denote by Ik the open interval

(A:(Jfc - \)(a(k + 1) - o(*)), *(Jt + l)(a(k + 2) - c(ifc + 1))).

Increasing a we may assume there is at least one limit point rk on Ik and

a(k + 1) - a(/t) > a(A:) - a(A; - 1) > 0    for all A: G N.

Passing to a subsequence of (rk) and discarding finitely many indices in each Mk,

k g N, we have disjoint infinite sets Mk and indices m(k, n), n ^ Mk, k = 1,2,...,

such that

°W,„)/& G J*.       «GM,,fc= 1,2,....

Now we define

exp|a(fc + l)/7„ + ^am(i,n)| em(fc,„),        n ^ Mk, k = 1,2,...,

^„ = {

0,     »«Uwt.
\, t-i

Then

II^JL = e"(A+,»^ =kU+„,        n g M„ Ac = 1,2,....

Next we prove by induction that for any /,

II^J/<kU+i)>       "G UMk-
Fix A: g N. Since am(*,n) > A;(A: - l)(a(A: + 1) - a(k))Bn, it follows that

\\Te„\\k-x = exp{ a(k + 1)B„ + (1 - ^-L^a^,} < e'<™-.
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Now assume the claim is true for for / = k - j > 1. Then

\\Ten\\t-x = expj a(Ac+ l)Bn + (-£ - -j)am(k,n} + (y - 73T)««<*.«)}

= l|rej/exP{()-74T)«»(*.-)} <e°(/)'"'

since

««(*..) > *(* - 0(°(* + 1) - *(*))& > '('" 1)(a(/ + ]) - °(0)fl,

and

So we have proved that

l|I>Jli<l«J.(/+D   for/< Ac.

For seminorms / > A: the proof is similar. Thus it follows from the construction of T

that it is a continuous operator from Ax(B)to A,(a) and

supM,  sup&k=00.   n
neN  |e„|o(£)        »eMi  leJo(fc)

Combining Propositions 1.5 and 1.6 we get

1.7. Theorem. The following four conditions are equivalent.

(i) Every operator from AX(B) to Ax(a) is compact.

(ii) Thepair(Ax(B), A,(a)) is tame.

(iii) Thepair(Ax(B), A,(a)) is tameable.

(iv) The set LIM(a/B) is bounded.

Notice that each of these conditions is equivalent to those in Proposition 1.4. Let

us also remark that the equivalence (i) <=> (iv) could also be proven using the general

theorems of Vogt [17].

An earlier characterization of the pairs of exponent sequences a and B for which

every operator from A00(a) to A,(/?) is compact was given by N. DeGrande-

DeKimpe and W. B. Robinson in [2]. So their condition (a) of Lemma 3.1 in [2] is

equivalent to the boundedness of the set LlM{B/a) and their condition (b) of the

same lemma is just a more technical way of saying that LIM(/7/a} is unbounded.

An operator T: A,(a) X AX(B) -* A,(a) X AX(B) has a matrix presentation

T= \t"     T   \ (x'y)** (rn*+ Tx2y,T2Xx + T22y).

So in view of Propositions 1.2 and 1.3 the space A,(a) X AX(B) is tame (or

tameable) if and only if AX(B) and the pair (AX(B), A,(a)) are tame. This

observation combined with Theorems 1.4 and 1.7 gives us the following

1.8. Theorem. The cartesian product A,(a) X AX(B) is tame if and only if

1AM{B/B) and LlM{a/B) are bounded.
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2. Infinite type subspaces of finite type power series spaces. This topic has

previously been studied by Dubinsky [4], Kashirin [6, 7] and DeGrande-DeKimpe

and Robinson [2]. Kashirin gave a characterization of those finite type power series

spaces that contain subspaces isomorphic to infinite type power series spaces.

Unfortunately there is a serious misprint in the statement of his theorem in [6], It

essentially weakens the given condition so that it is impossible to make the

embedding for which he refers to Dubinsky [4], DeGrande-DeKimpe and Robinson

studied compact operators from AX(B) to A,(a), but did not completely determine

the cases when A,(a) contains subspaces isomorphic to some AX(B). The following

theorem can be stated.

2.1. Theorem. The following three conditions are equivalent.

(i) AX(B) contains a coordinate subspace isomorphic to a subspace of A,(a),

(ii) There is a subset M c N such that LlM{am/Bn\m g N, n g Af,} is unbounded

for every infinite My c M.

(iii) There is a subsequence (Bn) of B, an increasing sequence (rk) of positive

numbers with nmk_o0rk = oo, and indices m(k, j) such that \in\j^xam(kj)/B„ = rk.

Proof. If (ii) is not true, then by Proposition 1.5 every coordinate subspace of

AX(B) contains a coordinate subspace from which every operator to A,(a) is

compact. Therefore (i) cannot hold. So we have (i) => (ii).

Now assume (ii) holds. Then there are indices m(\, j), a subsequence (n(\, j)) of

M and a positive limit point r, such that

hm -~-= r,.
7->oo   Pn(XJ)

Since the set («(1, 7)17 G N} c N is infinite, it follows from our assumption that

there is a second limit point r2 > r, + 1, indices m(2, j) and a subsequence (Bn(2j))

of (A^,,,) such that

,. am(l,j)
lim -Q-= r2.

7—00   Pn(2,j)

In this way, by induction, we obtain subsequences (w(l, 7)) D (n(2, 7)) D '"' > ar*d

we set n, = n(j, j). Then the subsequence (Bn ) of B satisfies the hypothesis of (iii).

To verify the implication (iii) => (i) we shall, for historical reasons, work a little

harder than necessary and show that if (iii) is satisfied then for any given a: N -» N

there is an embedding T from a coordinate subspace Ax(Bn) of AX(B) to A,(a)

such that

llreJ*
sup-= 00

for every k g N. Now let a: N -> N be given; by increasing it if necessary, we can

assume it is strictly increasing and there are indices qk, j > jk,k g N, such that

(8)    (A: - \)k(a(k + 1) - a(k)) < aq*/Bnj < k(k + l)(a(k + 2) - a(k + 1)).
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We define

Te„ = £ *,(«,<   ioTJk <j<jk+u
1=1

where

^; = exp|o(/+ \)Bn+-aq,^,       l=\,...,k,   jk<j<jk+l.

Since

^ = exp/(a(/ + 2) - a(l + l))Bnj + y^ya^. - }a,,}
'7

< exp{](7TiTN+l + 7T7 V" 7%'}

-exp{-yo,«}/exp{-yo^+.J

and

f?j+l /      1 1 1      \
~t~T > exp\7(/Ti)N + 7+TV ~ 7%')

= ̂ p{-7TTN}/exp{-7T7V'}'

it follows from Dubinsky's lemma (see [5, Proposition II.2.2.3]) that

IWI,= V'cxp{-7n} = ewi'V + Oft,) =k,l0{/+1)

for/= 1,..., Ac and 7^ <7<7/c+i-
So r has been constructed to be continuous but violate a, i.e.,

||re ||
sup        "' k = lim exp{(a(A: + 1) - o(k))Bn) = oo.

7-°°   \en\  ,n        -/'~*°°

From (8) it follows that there is a subsequence of (/?„.) such that there are no

repetitions in (<?*). So T restricted to this coordinate subspace of Ax(Bn) is an

embedding.   □

If for a given a there is some B such that Theorem 2.1 (iii) is satisfied, then in fact

this B can be chosen to be a. Just set an = otn(jX); then

lim^^ = ^
7'-»oo       anj r\

for every Ac g N and \imk^xrk/rx = oo. From Theorem 2.1 we obtain

2.2. Theorem. A,(a) contains a subspace isomorphic to an infinite type power series

space if and only if there is an infinite subset M c N such that LIM{am/a„|m G N,

n G Mx) is unbounded for every infinite Af, c M.
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An equivalent formulation of this theorem is the following corrected version of

Kashirin's theorem [6].

2.3. Theorem. A,(a) contains a subspace isomorphic to an infinite type power series

space if and only if there is a subsequence (a„ ) of a, real numbers M(k) > Ac, Ac G N,

and indices m(k, j) andjk such that

(9) k < am(kj)/anj < Af (A;)   for j > jk, k e N.

Examples. 1. Define an exponent sequence (a„) such that a, = 1 and

an+,/a„ = (l,2,1,2,3,1,2,3,4,1,2,...).

For the complete definition see [2], where the following problem was posed: does the

space A,(a) contain infinite type subspaces? In view of Theorems 2.1 or 2.3, it

clearly does. Choose (an ) such that an + x/an - 1. Then

lim »  +k/a   =k\.
_/ — oo      J '

So (9) is satisfied.

2. Let a be an exponent sequence such that a, = 1 and

«„+,/«„ = (1,2,1,3,2,3,1,4,2,4,3,4,1,5,2,...).

Then LIM( a/a) = N, so it is unbounded, but a does not have a subsequence such

that (9) would be satisfied.

Suppose (an) were such a subsequence. Let k G N be a limit point and m(k, j)

indices such that

lim ^^ = k.
j— oo       0Ln,

Then fory sufficiently large we have am(k J)/an = k, so m(k, j) = nt■ + 1 by the

definition of a. Now let I > k be a limit point and m(l, j) the indices such that

lim °^LJ1 = ,.
y—oo     0L„t

Then m(l, j) ^ n} + 2 foxj sufficiently large and

,. am(l,j) .. an, + 2
lim ->  lim -= oo.

/ — oo       «nj y-oc     Ot-„t

Thus, although there exist noncompact operators from infinite type power series

spaces to A,(a), none of them can be an embedding.

3. Finite type quotients of an infinite type power series space. In this section we

show how the existence of noncompact mappings from AX(B) to A,(a) is related to

the existence of quotient mappings, i.e., continuous, open and surjective mappings

from AX(B) to a coordinate subspace of A,(a). We prove the following.

3.1. Theorem. The following conditions are equivalent,

(i) A coordinate subspace of A,(a) is isomorphic to a quotient space of AX(B).

(ii) There is an infinite subset McN such that LlM{am/Bn\m G Af,, n g N) is

unbounded for every infinite My c M.
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(iii) There is a subsequence (am) of a, a sequence of positive numbers (rk) with

lim^oo'* = oo and indices n(j, Ac) such thatlimJ_00am/BnUtk) = rkfor every k G N.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1 the implication (i) =» (ii) follows from

Proposition 1.5. Assuming (ii), we obtain a subsequence (am) satisfying (iii) in a

manner analogous to the corresponding proof in Theorem 2.1. What remains to

show is that under (iii) we can construct a quotient mapping from AX(B) onto a

coordinate subspace of A,(a). Given the sequence (rk) of limit points we can find a

strictly increasing sequence (vk) of indices with \in\k_xvk = oo such that there is at

least one element of the sequence (rk) on each interval (vk-Xvk/(vk - vk_x),

vkvk + \/ivk+1 ~~ Vk))- So for 7 sufficiently large, sayy > jk, there exist indices p.* such

that

(10) -Jfc=£L<^<_V*±L_.
"A-"*-! Ppf        Vk+\~Vk

Since for any fixed 7 only a finite number of indices pk are chosen, we may assume,

passing to a subsequence of (ck,) if necessary, that all the indicespk are distinct. Set

tp} = QMkBPf + aj/vk)

and define for the coordinate basis vectors e, G AX(B) and e7 g A,(a):

Te^i'p^     (oTi=PjM>

10 otherwise.

Then

(ii) l|7e„4ll   = k*l ■V       / II       Pj\\rk        I   Pj\k

Moreover, using (10) and induction we can prove (analogously to the proof of

Proposition 1.6) that

||7e„J|   <k*|
II       P,\\v, ^ I   Pjf

for every / g N. So Textends to a continuous linear mapping from AX(B) to A,(a).

It also follows from (11) that for every coordinate basis vector e- of Ax(a), where

h < 7 < Jk + \< and for every / = 1,2,..., Ac, there is a vector x\ G AX(B),

such that

v^    < Wp II

So Tis open and onto and hence a quotient mapping from AX(B) to A,(a).   D

Similarly as in the case of subspaces, we see that if conditions (ii) or (iii) in the

previous theorem are satisfied for some a, then, in fact, a can be replaced by B. So

we have

3.2. Theorem. Ax(B) has a quotient space isomorphic to a finite type power series

space if and only if there is an infinite subset Af c N such that LlM{Bm/Bn\m g Af,,

n g N} is unbounded for every infinite My c Af.
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4. Splitting short exact sequences. Let E, F and X be Frechet spaces such that

there is an isomorphism /' from £ to a closed subspace i(E) of Xand Fis isomorphic

to the quotient space X/i(E). Then we say that these spaces form a short exact

sequence

0 -» E-^> X^F ^ 0,

where q is an open operator onto F with Ker q = lm i. We say that the sequence

splits if there exists a continuous right inverse of q or, equivalently, a continuous left

inverse of i, which means E and F are isomorphic to complementary subspaces of X.

A method of constructing short exact sequences of nuclear Frechet spaces was

given in [10]. Also, in [10, Theorem 4.1], a condition was derived under which every

short exact sequence

(12) 0 -> K(b) ->X-> K(a) -> 0

splits.

By nuclearity this condition can be given in the following equivalent form: For

every increasing function a: N -> N there is a function p: N —> N such that for every

pairp, q,p > q, we have

a"(r) ( np(q)    np(p) \

for every m and n sufficiently large.

If in the short exact sequence (12) the Kothe space K(a) is a power series space of

infinite type, the sequence splits (see e.g. [15]). This fact can also be verified using

(13). Examples of nonsplitting sequences (12) can be given where K(a) is a finite

type power series space and K(b) is a power series space of finite type [16, 10] or

infinite type [12, 10]. The following theorem completely describes the situation.

4.1. Theorem. The following conditions are equivalent.

(i) Every short exact sequence 0 -* AX(B) -+ X -> Ax(a) -> 0 splits.

(ii) Every short exact sequence 0 -> AX(B) -* X -* A,(a) -> 0 splits.

(iii) LIM(a//3} is bounded.

Proof. To show (iii) => (ii) and (iii) => (i) we make use of (13). For K(a) = A,(a)

and K(b) = Ax(B)the inequality in (13) is equivalent to

min (am/a(r) + rBn) >  min (am/p(r) + rBn).
q<r<p r=q,p

So it is enough to show that the minimum of

as r varies is attained either for r = p or r = q for almost all m and n.

Let B be a strict upper bound for the finite limit points of the ratios am/Bn. We

may assume a(\) > 2B. Fixp and q,p > q. Then for almost all m and n either

am am a(r + \)a(r)
-f-<B   or    -f >  max —-^—    ;   \\
P„ Pn      a<r<p a(r + 1) - a(r).
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In the first case the minimum of (14) is attained for r = q, since

0<Tn^U)^B  o(l)I'

In the second case the minimum of (14) is attained for r = p, since

A, a(r+ 1) ft    a(r) o(r)o(r + 1)       BH

for every r, q ^ r < p.

The proof of (iii) => (i) is similar. To prove the converse implications we refer to

[10, §3], where examples of nonsplitting sequences 0->A,(/3)->Ar-*A,(a)->0

and 0 -» AX(B) -» X -» A,(a) -» 0 were constructed. To carry through these con-

structions it is sufficient that for every increasing sequence (/,) of positive numbers

with lim,., „„/,• = oo, there are arbitrarily large indices /' for which there exist

arbitrarily large indices m with the nonempty set

{n g N|amA+, < Bn < am/t,) = {n e N|f, < am/Bn < ti+x).

But this is nothing but the negation of (iii). Let us remark that in [10, Lemma 3.1] it

was shown that this condition is satified for any a if supBn+ X/Bn < oo.   □

5. Products of power series spaces. A Schauder basis (xn) of a nuclear Frechet

space E is regular if there is a fundamental sequence of continuous seminorms || • \\k,

Ac g N, in £ such that

ll-^wlU      >      H-<;n+ llU

llXnll/t+l lFn+lllt+1

for all n, k g N.

In [1] a necessary and sufficient condition on a and B was given under which

Ax(a)X AX(B) has a regular basis. As suggested to the author by Dubinsky, this

condition is satisfied if and only if LIM(a//7) is bounded.

5.1. Lemma. LIM(a/B) is bounded if and only if there exist strictly increasing

sequences of indices (w,) and (nt) such that

sup -7;-< oo    and     lim —„— = oo.
,     A>n,+ 1 '-»oo      P„,

Proof. Let B > ax/Bx be a strict upper bound for the set of the finite limit points

of {am/Bn\m, n g N}. We choose

m, = max{m\am < BBX);

then ami + ,//3, > t3; and we set

n, = max{n\BBn <ami + x).

Suppose m, and «, have been chosen in such a way that

w, = xnax{m\am < BBnt ]+]},   nt = xnax{n\BBn < amj+x);
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Then BBn + , ^ om +1; so choose

mi+x = max{w|am < t3/3„;+1} > mt + 1.

Since am    +, > BBn +x, we can take

«,+, = max{«|73/3„ < omj+l+1} > «, + 1.

So, by induction, we construct subsequences (m,) and («,) of N such that

«m,+ 1/A,+ l <5     aild     ami+\/Pn>B> ' e N.

Since the finite limit points of {am//J„|m, n g N) are strictly less than /3, we have

«m+, am,+ l
sup -75—!— < B   and     lim —-j— = oo.
jeN^.+ l i'-»oo     A>„/

Suppose now that such subsequences (m,) and («,) exist and denote

n ™/4- 1
if = SUp -r- <  00 .

/      Pn,+ ]

We show that B is an upper bound for the finite limit points. Let p > B be a limit

point of {am/Bn\m, n g N}, i. e.,

P = }im   «"•
A; — oc   Fj/j

When a /Bv > B, i.e., k is sufficiently large, and w, < \ik < w,+ 1, then pa < «,-.

Consequently,

Since limi_go(am +X/Bn ) = oo, the limit pointp is infinity.   □

Summarizing some of the results from [1] we get

5.2. Theorem. The following conditions are equivalent,

(i) A,(a) X AX(B) has a regular basis.

(ii) A,(a) ® AX(B) has a regular basis.

(iii) A,(a) ® AX(B) — A,(a) X Ax(0), where a and ft can be obtained from a and

B by repeating their terms.

(iv) LlM{a/B) is bounded.

For the proofs we refer to [1], However, a short alternative proof can now be given

to the equivalence (iii) <=> (iv): The tensor product A,(a)®A00(/3) can be presented

as a Kothe space K(a), where the Kothe matrix a = (ak) is

ak = exp((-l/Ac + kXn)yn).

Here

*n = A/K + &).   Yn = «M + A"       forn = 0(p,j'),

and a is any bijection NXN-+N (see [19]). For a subsequence (w ■) the correspond-

ing coordinate subspace K(ap) is isomorphic to an infinite (resp. finite) type power

series space if and only if inLeNAn > 0 (lim-.,^^ = 0). Now LlM{a/B} is
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bounded exactly when N X N can be split into two disjoint sets 7 and 7 such that

lim   -rf = oo    and      sup   -5- < 00.
(p,v)el Pv (/i,»)E7 P"

But this is the case when

K(a) = K(a)a(n®K(a)aiJ),

where

K(a)a(I) = K({ak^v))(iiv)el) ^ Ay(a)

and

for some exponent sequences a and /7. It is not hard to see that then a and /7 are

equivalent to exponent sequences obtained from a and /3 by repeating their terms

finitely many times.

Taking the equivalence of (iii) and (iv) into consideration we see that Theorem 1.8

remains valid if the cartesian product A,(a) X Ax(/3) is replaced by the tensor

product A,(a) ® A00(/9).
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